JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : Centralized Training Centre (CTC), SSB, Sapri (HP).

2. Address :
   Commandant
   CTC, Sashastra Seema Bal, Sapri
   PO : Jwalamukhi, Tehsil - Dehra
   Distt. - Kangra (Himachal Pradesh)

3. Centralized Training Centre, SSB, Sapri (near Jawalamukhi Temple) is located in District Kangra (Himachal Pradesh), which is 70 Kms from Railway Station Una (Himachal Pradesh), 20 Kms from Railway Station Jawalamukhi Road (Narrow gauge) and at a distance of 125 Kilometers from Pathankot (Punjab). Regular bus services from Una, Jawalamukhi Road and Pathankot are available to this place. In case of any problem in reaching the location, individuals are advised to contact at above telephone numbers for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. The climate of CTC, SSB, Sapri is fairly cold in the winter (October to February) and moderately hot in the summer months (April to July).

7. On reporting at CTC, Sapri the individual is required to undergo Basic training. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

8. The individual can be withdrawn from the basic training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

9. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the basic training, except in exceptional circumstances.

10. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of basic training.

11. The individual will be required to dine in the Mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

12. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him.

13. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his/her possession. He / She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

14. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : SSB Academy, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh).

2. Address : The Commandant
SSB Academy, Bhopal
At Chandukheri, PO: Gandhinagar,
Distt. – Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh).
Pin: 462036
State: Madhya Pradesh.
    ☏ 0755-2867509, 2867555.

3. SSB Academy, Bhopal is located at Chandukheri on Airport Road, Gandhinagar which is at a distance of 28 Kms from Railway Station. Bus No. 3 from Railway Station is available to Chandukheri. In case of any problem in reaching the location, individuals are advised to contact at above telephone number for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woollen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. The climate of SSB Academy Bhopal (at Chandukheri) is moderately cold in the winter (December to March) and moderately hot in the summer months (May to July).

7. On reporting at Recruits Training Centre, Bhopal (at Chandukheri) the individual is required to undergo Basic training. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

8. The individual can be withdrawn from the basic training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

9. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the basic training, except in exceptional circumstances.

10. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of basic training.

11. The individual will be required to dine in the Mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

12. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/armour with him/her.

13. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his/her possession. He / She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

14. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : Recruit Training Centre, SSB, Gorakhpur (UP).

2. Address : The Deputy Inspector General, Recruit Training Centre SSB, Gorakhpur FCIL Complex, PO:-Bargadwa, Urvark Nagar–Gorakhpur (Uttar Pradesh) PIN-273007. 0551-2260043

3. Recruit Training Centre, SSB, Gorakhpur campus is situated at a distance of 15 Kms from Railway Station Gorakhpur. There are regular Auto/Taxi services for this place from Gorakhpur Railway Station. In case of any problem in reaching the location, individuals are advised to contact at above telephone numbers for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. The climate of Training Centre, Sashastra Seema Bal, Gorakhpur is fairly cold in the winter (October to February) and extremely hot in the summer months (April to July). Candidates are advised to bring proper winter and summer clothing. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. On reporting to Training Centre, SSB, Gorakhpur the individual is required to undergo Basic training. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

7. The individual can be withdrawn from the basic training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

8. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the duration of basic training, except under exceptional circumstances.

9. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of basic training.

10. The individual is required to dine in the mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his own arrangements for messing.

11. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him/her.

12. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his possession. He/She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

13. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of p
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : Recruit Training Centre, SSB, Alwar (Rajasthan).

3. Recruit Training Centre, SSB, Alwar Rajasthan is 4 Km short from Laxman Garh, in Village-Maujpur. It is 40 Kms from Alwar Railway Station. Regular Bus services from Alwar Bus Stand towards Laxman Garh (Teh) are available to this place. In case of problem in reaching the location, individual is advised to contact at above Telephone No. for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:-
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the offer of appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for mess security advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. The climate of Recruits Training Centre, Sashastra Seema Bal, Alwar is moderately cold in the winter (December to March) and moderately hot in the summer (May to July).

7. On reporting at Recruits Training Centre, SSB, Alwar (Rajasthan) the individual is required to undergo basic training. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

8. The individual can be withdrawn from the basic training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

9. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the basic training, except in exceptional circumstances.

10. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of basic training.

11. The individual will be required to dine in the mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

12. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him/her.

13. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his / her possession. He/She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

14. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : Recruit Training Centre, SSB, Salonibari (Assam)


3. Recruit Training Centre, SSB, Salonibari campus is situated at a distance of about 18 Kms from Tezpur town on Tezpur – Balipara Raod. The nearest Railway Station is Tezpur, Guwahati. Road distance from Tezpur to Guwahati is 191 Kms. Regular bus services from Guwahati to Tezpur are available day and night from Guwahati to Tezpur (distance of about 185 Kms). On arrival at Tezpur individuals may come by local bus from Tezpur to Recruit Training Centre. In case of any problem in reaching the location, individuals are advised to contact at above telephone numbers for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:-
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. On reporting at RTC, SSB, Salonibari the individual is required to undergo Basic training. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

7. The individual can be withdrawn from the basic training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

8. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the basic training, except in exceptional circumstances.

9. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of basic training.

10. The individual will be required to dine in the Mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

11. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him/her.

12. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his/her possession. He / She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

13. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

3. Reporting Centre : Adhoc Training Centre / 69th Bn, Sashastra Seema Bal, Jamnagar (Gujrat).

4. Address : The Commandant
Adhoc Training Centre / 69th Bn, SSB, Jamnagar.
Near Government Polytechnic College, Valsura Road
PO: Bedi, Tehsil – Jamnagar
Distt. – Jamnagar (Gujrat), PIN-361009
☎️ 0288- 2750857.

3. Adhoc Training Centre / 69th Bn, SSB, Jamnagar (Bedibandar Valsura Road, near Polytechnic College) is located in District Jamnagar (Gujrat), which is 3 Kms from Railway Station Jamnagar (Gujrat), which is 3 Kms from Railway Station Jamnagar (Gujrat), and at a distance of 300 Kilometers from Ahmeadabad (Gujrat). Regular Bus services from Jamnagar Railway Station and Ahmeadabad are available to this place. In case of any problem in reaching the location, individuals are advised to contact at above telephone number for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs. 5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. The climate of Training Centre, SSB, Jamnagar is moderately cold in the winter (December to March) and moderately hot in the summer months (May to July).

7. On reporting at Training Centre, Jamnagar the individual is required to undergo Basic training. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

8. The individual can be withdrawn from the basic training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

9. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the basic training, except in exceptional circumstances.

10. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of basic training.

11. The individual will be required to dine in the Mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

12. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him/her.

13. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his/her possession. He / She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

14. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : 19th Bn SSB, Thakurganj (Bihar).

2. Address : The Commandant
19th Bn SSB Thakurganj
PO: Thakurganj, Dist: Kihanganj,
State: Bihar
📞 06459-222656, 222990

3. You are advised to contact with the concerned Unit over telephone to reach the Unit for joining.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:
   - i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   - ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   - iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. On reporting at 19th Bn SSB, Thakurganj the individual may be required to undergo various training courses, as may be prescribed from time to time. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

7. The individual can be withdrawn from the training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

8. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the training, except in exceptional circumstances.

9. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of training.

10. The individual will be required to dine in the Mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

11. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him/her.

12. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his/her possession. He / She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

13. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : 25th Bn, SSB, Ghitorni

2. Address : The Commandant
25th Bn SSB, Ghitorni, New Delhi
PO: Arjungarh, New Delhi-110047

3. 25th Bn SSB Ghitorni is located at about 30 Km southward from New Delhi Railway Station. This place is located on the Mehrauli-Gurgaon Road and can easily be reached by City Bus, Sumo & Metro. Nearest Metro Station is Arjangarh, which is at a distance of 500 mtrs.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/- for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woolen).

5. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. On reporting at 25th Bn, SSB, Ghitorni the individual may be required to undergo various training courses, as may be prescribed from time to time. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

7. The individual can be withdrawn from the training on the grounds of indiscipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

8. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the training, except in exceptional circumstances.

9. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of training.

10. The individual will be required to dine in the Mess allotted to him/her and will not be allowed to make his/her own arrangements for messing.

11. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him/her.

12. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his/her possession. He / She is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

13. The individual will be required to pay his/her dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.
JOINING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Reporting Centre : 67th Bn, SSB, Shamshi (Himachal Pradesh).

2. Address : Commandant
67th Bn, SSB, Shamshi
PO: Shamshi, Distt: Kullu (HP)
Pin-175126
☎️ 01902-260084, 260121

3. 67th Bn, SSB, Shamshi is located on Chandigarh-Manali road at a distance of 475 Kms (approximately) from Chandigarh. The nearest railway station is Joginder Nagar. There are regular bus services for this place from Delhi/Chandigarh/Pathankot/Shimla. This training centre is short of 8 Kms from Kullu town and 2 kms far from Bhuntar Airport. In case of any problem in finding the location of the Reporting Centre, individuals are advised to contact at above mentioned telephone numbers for assistance.

4. You are advised to bring the following items while reporting for joining:-
   i) All documents (in original) as mentioned in the Offer of Appointment.
   ii) Approx. Rs.5,000/-for Mess Security Advance and for day-to-day expenses.
   iii) Sufficient pairs of civilian clothes (including woollen).

5. The climate of 67th Bn, Sashastra Seema Bal, Shamshi is fairly cold in the winter (October to February) and hot in the summer months (April to July). Candidates are advised to bring proper winter and summer clothing. It must be ensured that all clothing and bedding items are in immaculate state and are free from bed bugs etc.

6. On reporting at 67th Bn, SSB, Shamshi the individual may be required to undergo various training courses, as may be prescribed from time to time. During the course of which he/she will follow the norms and discipline of the Force.

7. The individual can be withdrawn from the training on the grounds of discipline, medical, absence from training, desertion etc.

8. No leave of any kind will be sanctioned during the training except under exceptional circumstances.

9. No families are allowed to be kept during the period of training.

10. The individual is required to dine in the mess allotted to him and will not be allowed to make his own arrangements for messing.

11. No individual is allowed to keep any private weapon or any prohibited arms/ammunition with him.

12. The individual is responsible for safe custody of articles in his possession. He is also advised not to bring valuable items with him/her or keep large sum of money.

13. The individual will be required to pay his dues in cash. No loan will be granted during the course of training. All messing and other dues will be deducted from the monthly salary of the individual at the time of disbursement of pay.